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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROBLEM
"Teachers struck in Minneapolis, Minn., Muskogee,
Okla., and Butte, Mont., as Los Angeles teachers voted over
whelmingly to quit their classrooms.""'"

This quotation is the

first sentence of an article in the April 20, 1970, U, S.
News and World Report entitled "Teacher Issues:
Class Size."

Pay, Power,

The present study will attempt to review the

issues presented in the Los Angeles teacher strike:

teacher

unity, teacher attitudes and the relationship between legal
and political environments.

Whether the strike is a one day

2
affair in Paris France, as a protest to lower class size, or
a three month marathon in Newark, New Jersey, over teacher
supervision of meals and playgrounds, in a race confrontation
situation,

the teacher strike continues to be a factor of

growing importance in the future of education.
"'"Teacher Issues: Pay, Power, Class Size," U. S.
News and World Report, April 20, 1970, p. 86.
p

Patrick Brogan, "Following in the Students' Foot
steps," London Times Educational Supplement, September 17,
1971, p. 19.
^Keith Beavan, "The City That Holds the Records,"
The London Times Educational Supplement, April 23, 1971,

p. 16.
1
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The positions of the National Education Association
and the American Federation of Teachers must be considered,
for these organizations represent "labor" in a manner similar
to that of unions.

The position of government and boards of

education is important to examine because they represent the
public and also management in a strike.
In examining the role of the teacher organizations in
negotiating, it will be important to keep in mind the power
struggle constantly taking place not only between teachers,
administrators, and school boards, but also between the
rival teacher organizations, NEA and APT.
Three important factors must be taken into consider
ation when deciding whether teachers should strike:

First,

the history of collective action; second the concensus of
attitude that makes strikes possible; and lastly the legal
and political climate in which strikes take place.
factors will be reviewed in Chapters 1, 2 and 3«
will

These

Chapter 1

review the history of collective action in unions and

teacher organizations •

Chapter 2 will review the changing

attitudes of teachers and teacher organizations in relation
to the strikes.

Chapter 3 will review the letter of the law,

and of equal importance, the enforcement and direction of
the law.

Chapter 4 will deal in depth with one specific

teacher strike, the 19T0 teacher strike in Los Angeles,
California.

Chapter 5 will be devoted to conclusions and

recommendations.

HISTORY OF COLLECTIVE ACTION
Teachers have borrowed the strike from organized labor
but in the history of mankind, the strike is a very modern
invention.

The reason that the effective use of a strike in

the United States dates back only about one hundred years is
that it is dependent on a labor-management relationship.
working for themselves do not withhold their services.

Men

In

dustrialization did not start in Europe until after the James
Watt steam engine late in the 1700's.

A transplanted English

man named Samuel Slater brought the secret plans of a mill
that produced cloth automatically on water looms to the
United States.

Thus early in the 1800's, the factory system

had its start in the United States.
In this country the first collective action taken b}^
members of a specific trade was in the form of "Sick-andvisiting societies," and "Death-and-benefit societies."

The

trades starting these societies were the shoemakers, weavers,
carpenters, printers, and other skilled tradesmen.

These
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societies were prior to the American Revolution.
In 1806 a Philadelphia court ruled that unions were
an illegal conspiracy to restrain trade.

However, the greater

foe of unions was the two economic depressions between that
time and the 1820's.

With good times in the 1820's, small

city craft unions did well until the next depression and
^Alvin Schwartz, The Unions (New York:
1972), p. 36.

Viking Press,

and panic, which, occurred in 1837

Free public education

and compulsory education has been a goal of unions since the
beginning of the industrial revolution.

In the 1820's , one half of the factory workers in the
United States were under eleven years of age.

They worked

fourteen hours a day every day except Sunday.

The reason

for so many children in factories was simple.

A man made

a dollar a day, a woman one half dollar a day and child
seven or eight cents a day.^
A teacher strike or any strike is meaningless without
collective action.

In

I869, unionism had a very humble be

ginning with nine garment cutters in Philadelphia.

Thus

started the "Holy Order of the Knights of Labor."

Their

belief quickly branded them as extremely radical.

They

visualized a system of cooperatives with government help.
The people would own the means of production and share in any
profit.

The AFL was founded by unions who were able to accept

wages and not demand control of production as the Knights
required.

The Knights made other demands that dealt with an

insistence on the end of child labor, the instigation of the
eight hour day, and the belief that women should be granted
equal pay.

We must remember that even though this union

failed, it was a beginning.

It reached perhaps a total of
7
700,000 members in the late 1880's but by 1900 was dead.
5Ibid.,

p. 39.

^Ibid., p. ^•

6Ibid.
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To strike implies an equality of labor and management.
Under kings, there could be no strikes, for the king ruled by
the "Will of God" and thus no man was his equal.

Redress of

grievances could come against the king's will only through
revolt.

This condition in England lasted well into the 1700's.
In 1842, the Massachusetts Supreme Court declared

that unions were in fact legal, but the depression and panic
of 1837 had done much to greatly reduce the ranks of the
unions.

Gus Tyler in his book The Labor Revolt stated,

Recognition in collective bargaining is equivalent
to the right to vote in a democratic society. With
recognition comes the right to express grievances--to
make a complaint, ... to settle the grievance.®
Demands of labor were seen by Tyler much as the plat
form of a political party.

The arbitration of these demands

by management and the representatives of his employees gives
the employees "• • • the new status of equals or, at least,
of people who must be given the public treatment of would-be
9
equals."
Tyler quoted Samuel Gompers , the first president of
the AFL, as he spoke before the United States Congress in 1899.
It required 40,000 people in the city of New York
in my own trade in 1877 to demonstrate to the employers
that we had a right to be heard in our own defense of
our trade, and an opportunity to be heard in our own
interests. It cost the miners of the country in 1897
sixteen weeks of suffering to secure a national con
ference and a national agreement. ... A strike. . .
8GUS

Tyler, The Labor Revolt (New York:

Press, 1966), p. 49^Ibid.

Viking

6
is to industry as the right that the British people
contended for in the placing in the House of Commons
the power to close the purse strings to the Govern
ment. The rights of the British people were secured
in two centuries—between 1500 and 1700—more than
ever before , by the securing of that power to withhold
the supplies; tied up the purse strings and compelled
the Crown to yield. A strike on the part of workmen
is to close production and compel better terms and
more rights to be acceeded to the producers."'-®
The American Federation of Labor (AFL) broke away
from the Holy Order of the Knights of Labor in 1886 and
elected Samuel Gompers its first president.

At the beginning

of the First World War, the AFL had 2.5 million members.

By

the end of the war, membership had doubled to 5 million.
Government had made efforts to keep labor-management disputes
from slowing the war effort.

With no government protection

of any consequence , management quickly discouraged unionism
after the First World War.

By 1929, membership had shrunk

to 3.5 million members because government was no longer

11

involved as a buffer between management and the union.

The Great Depression cost unions another million
members.

By 1933, there were only 2.5 million members in all

labor unions.

In the midst of the turmoil of the depression,

government saw unions as a bulwark against possible revolution
Thus the Federal Government through Congress passed legis
lation guaranteeing workers the right to organize and join
unions.

In 1935, John L. Lewis of the mine workers broke

away from the AFL and founded the Congress of Industrial
Organizations (CIO).
10Ibid. ,

The dispute was whether or not to

p. 50.

nSchwartz,

op. cit., p. 48.

expand the union as rapidly as possible.

The AFL and CIO

were not to reunite until after the death of both presidents
in 1952.

Rilliam Green, the second president of the AFL,

took over after the death of Samuel Gompers in 1924.
Green and Philip Murray,
died in 1952.

Both

the second president of the CIO,

Green was succeeded by George Meany and

Murray by Walter Reuther.
With the 'changing of the guard' came an opportunity
for reconciliation. In 19555 after twenty years of dis
unity and rivalry, ninety-four national unions with l6
million members joined forces as the AFL-CIO, with
George Meany as president."'"^
Unions today include 200 separate national organizations and
more than 20 million men and women.

It is also important to

recognize that, of the 80 million members of the work force
in the United States, only about one fourth carry a union
card.13
From i960 to 1970, the nation has seen 500 teacher
strikes.

The decade opened with three strikes and closed

with 180 per year.

The National Education Association

Research Bulletin states "More than 500,000 teachers partici
pated in the decades's strike activity and more than 5,000,000

lk

man-days of instruction were involved."

Issues that have prompted government workers to leave
their jobs during the past decade have generally been similar
12Ibid.,

p. 60.

1"3Ibid. ,

p. 33-

^"Teacher Strikes," National Education Association
Research Bulletin, October 1970, p. 69.
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to strike issues in private industry.

In both sectors, higher

wages and supplementary benefits are the most frequent cause
of striking, while job security is least likely to induce
action.

Government employees, however, are more likely to

strike to secure official recognition of their unions than
their counterparts in private industry.

Employees in the

private sector, many of whom work for firms that have recog
nized and bargained with unions for years, strike over matters
of administration as frequently as they do over union organi
zation.

From 1962 through 1968, in about 14 percent of all

private sector strikes , union organization was the major
issue, while matters of administration were the immediate
cause in slightly more than 15 percent of the disputes.
During the same period, almost 22 percent of the walkouts
in government involved problems of union organization and
security, while administrative matters accounted for only 13
15
percent of the total.
Wage issues have become even more important in govern
ment in recent years.

From 1962 to 1965, this accounted for

54 percent of government stoppages and more than 54 percent
of the total man-days of idleness.

However, during the 1966-

1968 period, 6l percent of the government stoppages, excluding
the 1968 New York City- teachers' strike, arose from the
15»Work

Stoppages" published by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Department of Labor, January 1969 in Educators
Negotiating Service, Special Report entitled "Work Stoppages
of Government Employees," April 1, 1970, pp. 1-5.

parties' inability to reach an agreement on wage and fringe
benefit changes.

These stoppages affected

73 percent of all

workers and accounted for 83 percent of the resulting idle
ness.

At least part of the increase in economic stoppage in

public service is attributable to the growing demands of
teachers and other school employees for higher pay.

Over the

past decade, two-fifths of all government strikes had wages
as the principal issue.

Almost three-fifths of the workers

involved and two-thirds of the time lost because of wage
disputes arose from public school stoppages.

Most of these

stoppages occurred during the I966-I968 period."^
Union organization and security, the second most
common cause of public employees' stoppages, has been the
major issue in about 20 percent of the disputes.

Public

school and library employees accounted for about 26 percent
of the union organization strikes.

These strikes had

73

percent of the total workers involved in strikes during 19581966.

In 1966-68, the proportion of union organization strikes

attributable to public school stoppages increased to 38 per
cent, but numbers of workers involved decreased to 66 percent.
Teachers' strikes h.ave aroused much public interest because
white—co1lar employees had rarely withheld their services in
the past.
During 1966-68, 44 percent of all stoppages by govern
ment employees involved teachers and other employees of public
16 . ,
Ibid.

10
schools and libraries.

Teachers have sought not only higher

salaries , but also the right to participate in decisions on
how, what, and where they were to teach, and in determining
the best allocation of usually limited school budgets.

The

majority of the workers involved and most of the time lost
because of disputes over matters of administration is attribu
table to teachers' stoppages.

In 1958, no work stoppages in

this sector of public service were reported; in 1968, there
were 112 stoppages in public schools and libraries, involving
148,000 employees and resulting in over two million man-days
of idleness, which accounted for 86 percent of the man-days

17

of idleness in the public sector.

The high level of strike activity in public education
began in 1966, when the number of strikes increased to 54
from a total of only nine the previous year.

In fact, the

three years of 1966-68 accounted for five times as many
school strikes, involving five times as many workers, and
resulting in 28 times as many man-days of idleness, as did
such stoppages in the preceding eight years.
During the first six years of the 1958-68 period,
teachers were less likely to leave their jobs than were other
school employees.

However, when they did, their walkouts

tended to involve more workers than did those of the nonteaching staff, largely because teachers form the majority
of a school's employees.

Nevertheless, teacher strikes

11

resulted in fewer man-days of idleness, since they tended to
end sooner.

In each year since 1964, the majority of all

public school stoppages have involved teachers, who have
constituted over 75 percent of the idleness in public schools.
From September 1972 to January 1973, 106 teacher
strikes were recorded as compared with 89 for the whole of
the 1971-72 school year and 130 for the 1970-71 school
18

year.
the

_

.

Contrary to the opinion of Alison Wolf writing in

London Times, strikes in the schools of the United States

are leveling off from the high of the 1969-70 school year
when 180 were recorded.

The great bulk of teacher strikes

occur in September or May and it is unlikely that 180 will
be reached in 1973-

Even if 180 were surpassed, the increase

would not be as dramatic as the decade of the 1960's going
from 3 "to 180, as reflected in Table 1.
From i960 through 1970} there were six state wide
strikes, one each in Florida, Indiana, Pennsylvania, and
Utah, with two in Kentucky.

Three fourths of all teacher

strikes in this period occurred in seven states:

California,

Illinois, Michigan, New Jersey, New York, Ohio and Pennsyl
vania.

Michigan alone accounted for one fourth of the teacher

strikes in this period with 125.

New York accounted for one

fourth of the total personnel involved, and 62 percent of mandays lost.

These statistics are taken from Table 2.

"^Alison Wolf, "Strikes Head for an Ail-Time High,"
London Times Education Supplement, April 20, 1973» P- 14.
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THE PROBLEM
Statement of the Problem
Question.

Should teachers strike?

Hypothesis.

Teachers should strike.

Delimitations
The study was directed toward the use of teacher
strikes in the United States dealing with public schools.
Assumptions
1.

The frequency of the teacher strikes indicates that

they are now seen as an effective process for gaining teacher
goals.
2.

For the purpose of this study, reports of experience,

research, and opinion were considered equally valid.
NECESSARY DATA
Kinds of Data
A survey of the literature was undertaken to determine
the frequency of opinions by authors who discussed the use of
the teacher strike.
The effects of teacher strikes in three areas were
considered:
1.

Teacher unity through their organizations.

2.

Teacher and public attitudes.

3.

The legal and political climate in which strikes

take place.

17
Treatment of the Data
Data collected in the three areas of unity, attitude
and law concerning the teacher strike were evaluated according
to the success or failure of the strike in each area.

If an

author took stands in several areas, his views were considered
in all areas.
The success frequency was used in reaching a final
conclusion on whether to accept or reject the original
hypothesis.
DEFINITIONS
Teacher Strike.

The refusal of teachers to hold class while

under contract to a school district.
Effects on Salary.

Work stoppage.

Changes occuring in pay or benefits due

to the work stoppage.
Effects on Teacher Power.

Changes that were made in the

teachers' position or the professional organizations due to
the work stoppage.
Effects on Classroom Size.

Classroom size shall refer to

the number of students taught by one teacher.

Chapter 2
EFFECTS OF TEACHER STRIKES
TEACHER ATTITUDES
In evaluating the results of teacher strikes over the
last thirteen years, one fact stands out:

Now, more than at

any other time in the history of public education, teachers
are willing to use the strike to obtain their goals.

To say

that teachers are eager to strike is not accurate, but it is
fair to say that teachers are more involved and militant.
The NEA Research Division has conducted a survey of teacher
attitudes at intervals since 1965 (Table 3).

In 1972, teacher

attitudes concerning whether they should strike as other
employees do was 15 percent in favor.

This is a 5 percent

increase from 1970 and a 12 percent increase since the first
poll was taken in 1965.

In 1972, only 18 percent said that

teachers should never strike.

This figure is down 2 percent

from 1970 and down 20 percent from 1965-1

From these statistics

the direction of teacher attitudes is clearly toward a more
militant position.
In the 1969 survey, 80 percent of the men and 52 percent of the women responded affirmatively to the question of
whether teachers should strike.

1London

Times, op. cit.

18

From 1965 to 1970 (Table 3),

19
TABLE 3
TEACHER ATTITUDE ON STRIKES
1965

Yes, teachers should
strike the same as
other employees. . .

1967

1968

b.b%

3-3%

8.8%

1969

19702

5 . 9 % 10%

19723

15%

Yes, but only under
extreme conditions
after other means
have failed

50.0

5b.b

59.b

56.1

63.0

N. A .

No, teachers should
never strike • • • •

37.8

33-7

22.8

30.b

20.8

18.0

8.9

7.5

9.0

7.7

6.2

N. A .

Undecided. .

the data show a continuing growth in the percentage of both
men and women willing to strike.

A total affirmative response

of 53 percent to a total affirmative response of 73 percent,
an increase of 20 percent, was demonstrated over the five
year period.

The attitudes of teachers show an increase in

militance in every year except 1969 and the decrease at that
time was small.

The position that teachers should never

strike is rapidly losing support (from 38 percent in 1965 to
18 percent in 1972).

A loss of 20 percent for this position

is apparent in five years.

Although a majority of teachers

believe that circumstances may warrant withdrawal of services
by teachers, about three-fourths of them answered negatively
^"Teacher Opinion Poll," Today's Education, February
1971, p. 85\ondon Times , op. cit.
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when asked:

"What is your opinion of picketing by teachers

when they have withdrawn their services?" (Table 4).^

TABLE 4
TEACHER ATTITUDE ON PICKETING
Total
I believe teachers should picket
and I myself would definitely do
so

6.9$

Women

Men

3.7$
9.4

14.7

24.4

I believe teachers should picket
but I would not.

4.0

4.2

I do not believe teachers should
picket

74.4

58.8

83.O

•

I believe teachers should picket
and I myself would probably do
so

00
ch

12.6$

Most teachers approve of striking if physical plant
conditions or teaching conditions can be improved no other
way, but do not approve of picketing.

This indicates that

teachers have a concern for the opinion of their students and
still wish to conduct themselves as "professionals."

The

strike has gained wide acceptance as a mode of exerting
pressure on a school board.

Not only are more teachers

willing to strike, but of those willing to strike, they are
willing to strike for a greater number of reasons. . In
another poll conducted by NEA regarding purposes for which
^"Teacher Opinion Poll: Teacher Strikes," Today's
Education, NEA Journal, November 1969, P- 10-

21
teachers believe a strike was justified, the two items which
gained the most new support were: (l) "To improve the instruc
tional program," 25 percent, and (2) "to achieve satisfactory
teaching conditions," 22 percent increase (Table 5)."*

TABLE 5
PURPOSES OF TEACHER STRIKES: PERCENT OF
TEACHERS BELIEVING STRIKES JUSTIFIED6
1968

Remedy Unsafe Conditions for
pupils

81.1%

86.9%

92.8%

Achieve Satisfactory Teaching
Conditions

49.2

72.5

72.0

Obtain Higher Salaries . . .

61.0

71.1

73-2

Improve Instructional Program

46.9

69-7

71.8

Obtain Negotiation Agreement

52.9

67.9

H
r-

Obtain Redress of Grievances

42.9

43.8

49-3

Obtain Better Fringe Benefits

30.5

40.9

44.4

6.6

8.2

10.8

1.3

2.7

2.7

Support Strike of School
Employees
Support Strike of Nonschool

1970

O

•

1965

(Percentages are based on total who approve of
striking.)

The reason for striking cited most often in all three years
(1965, 1968, 1970) was "To remedy unsafe physical conditions
for pupils."

Generally teachers did not approve of strikes

either "To support the strike of a group of school or
"Teacher Opinion Poll: Should Teachers Strike?",
Today's Education. NEA Journal, February 1971, p. 85.
^Ibid.
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nonschool employees."

More than 90 percent of the teachers

indicated opposition in both 1965 and 1968 for a sympathy
strike and 89 percent in 1970.

Reasons for this trend are:

first, the normal usage of the word "strike" contains an
unprofessional connotation, so by avoiding its use, teachers
hope to evade the stigma of carrying on illegal activities.
Teachers normally attempt to stress the protest nature of
their action by using such terms as "sick leave protests"
rather than using the word "strike."

Second, teachers wish

to differentiate their activities from those of the typical
industrial striker.

"Protests" are often directed at the

general public or legislature rather than at immediate
superiors as the 1968 Florida or 1970 Los Angeles teacher
strikes demonstrated.

The industrial strike, by comparison,

is directed toward and is an attempt to force the workers'
demands upon management.

This difference in intent is

illustrated by the shorter duration of teacher strikes.

For

example, in the 1966 w^ork stoppages, seven lasted one day,
two lasted two days, and twenty strikes lasted from three to
five days.

The average time lost for industrial workers in

the same year was l4.1 days per strike, but for teacher dis7
putes it was only 1.8 days.

and

r,

^Ronald Glass, "Work Stoppages and Teachers: History
,
d labor Review, August 1967, p. U.
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ADMINISTRATORS' ATTITUDES
Since the middle 1960's administrators have left or
have been excluded from NEA affiliates in enormous numbers.
In 1961, NEA could be characterized as dominated by adminis
trators.
stated:

Myron Lieberman, writing in Phi Delta Kappan,
". . . the proposed new constitution for the NEA

would render anyone representing a school employer ineligible
for NEA membership."

Even the ATT has taken steps to limit

administrator and supervisor membership.

A small percentage

of teachers were covered by collective agreements in 1961;
by 1971, the number had grown to 70 percent of the nation's
teachers.8
Principals and supervisors are left in a no-man's
land somewhere between labor (the teachers) and management
(the board).

A look at the principals' legal status in the

fifty states makes their position clear (Table 6).

Thomas W.

George, writing in the NASSP Bulletin, May 1971, stated,
"Many of our members feel they are torn between the two
groups. . . .

Where does their allegiance lie, with the

administration or with the teachers?

9

Administrators are torn between being for or agaxnst
strikes, much the same as teachers are evenly divided m
8Mvron

Lieberman, "The Future of Collective Negoti
ations," nn,- nplta Kappan, December 1970, p. 214.
Vomas V. George, "The Role of the Principal: Legal
Status in the U. S.,» NASSP Bulletin, May 1971, p. 1^.
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TABLE 6
THE ROLE OF THE SCHOOL PRINCIPAL:
LEGAL STATUS IN THE 50 STATES10
Category A
(9)*

Category B
(6)*

Category C
(18)*

Category D
(18)*

California
Hawaii
Illinois
Michigan
Mississippi
New Jersey
North Carolina
North Dakota
Dist. of Col.**

Florida
Maryland
Nevada
Ohio
Pennsylvania
West Virginia

Arizona
Georgia
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Louisiana
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
New York
Oklahoma
Oregon
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Vermont
Wisconsin
Wyoming

Alabama
Alaska
Arkansas
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Idaho
Kentucky
Maine
Massachusetts
Minnesota
New Hampshire
New Mexico
Rhode Island
Texas
Utah
Virginia
Washington

-

CATEGORY CLASSIFICATION KEY
A - Principal has attained at least the essentials of legal
s tatus.
g _ Principal very often mentioned with regard to specific
duties and responsibilities.
C - Principal occasionally mentioned with regard to specific
duties and responsibilities.
D

-

*
**

Principal not a legal
"teacher."

entity

-covered under the term

Represents the total number of states in category.
Board of Education rules.
10Thomas

W. George, op. cit.
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whether to have administrative personnel represented by their
negotiating units.

Over the three years represented by Table

7, there has been a 4.4 percent movement of opinion away from
teachers and administrators using the same negotiating unit.
Administrators now feel they are part of a management team.

TABLE 7
DO YOU BELIEVE THAT WHEN NEGOTIATING WITH THE SCHOOL
BOARD ON MATTERS OF SALARY AND WELFARE, TEACHERS
AND ADMINISTRATIVE PERSONNEL SHOULD BE
REPRESENTED BY THE SAME NEGOTIATION
UNIT OR BY SEPARATE
NEGOTIATION UNITS?11
1968

1971

Same Unit

42.6$

38.2$

Separate Units

4i.4

45.8

No Opinion

12.2

11.6

3.8

4.4

Do not believe in Negotiation

•yjjiPe it is true that historically administrative
personnel shared mutually definable roles with teachers
because of the commonality of purpose, under the new
parameters delineated by the collective bargaining
process, sharp conflicts of interest arise from the
primary administrative functions of hiring, assignment,
evaluation, and retention of teachers. . . to effec
any change without the full support of the management
team is to negate the basic concepts which play a
determinative role in the ultimate development of any
program.12
11nfpnrher

and Administrators: Same or Separate
Negotiation Units?" , NEAJj—h Bulletin, October 1971,
p. 5•
12Wilklow

and Versnick, "A Management Team," The
Clearing House, September 1972, p. H•
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PUBLIC'S ATTITUDE
Any board of education must represent what it believes
to be in the interest of the public.

There is very little

difference of legal opinion over the issue of the teacher's
right to strike.

Public school teachers are grouped as

governmental employees and, except in special cases, every
court decision has held that there is no right to strike
against the government, i.e., Almond vs the City of Sacramento.
In addition to legal prohibitions, there are numerous other
arguments made to support the anti-strike position.

The most

common contention is that teachers perform services which
benefit the entire public and therefore have a higher obligation
to refrain from interfering with the functioning of government
than does the average citizen.

Such a theory of special

responsibility isolates public employees as a unique segment
of the labor force which should work for the good of the
community at the expense of personal rights of protest
guaranteed to other employees.

A strike in the public service

depends for its effectiveness upon the threat to the public
welfare and safety rather than the possibility of economic
loss to the employer.
A second position often taken relates to the nature
of the public employer who, supposedly, beneyolently promotes
a just allocation of community resources, including compensating
employees fairly, as the aim of government is to impartially
advance the interests of all individuals; allowing public
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employees to strike would enable one group to exert coercive
influence upon the allocation of community resources.

Xn

addition, it has been asserted that the terms of employment
by the public are established by law, not by contract, and
therefore can be modified only through the normal legislative
process and not by employer-employee confrontation.

The

position is often taken that strikes in public education are
as archaic as in other areas of our economy.

It holds that

strikes will be replaced by a powerful legislative lobby,
even further involving teachers in educational decision making.
As in the words of J. Edward Andrews Jr.:

"The ultimate result

will be the substantive improvement of educational opportunity
13
for all children."
A similar argument concerns the fiscal authority and
control that school boards maintain over their budgets.

The

claim is that all public agencies operate within clearly
defined and fixed budgets.

Since the school boards maintain

no control over its financial resources, any strike is futile
and can only result in an unnecessary disruption of education,
when it is aimed at increasing the monetary rewards of teachers,
It is further maintained that the authority vested in school
boards is clearly established by law and cannot be delegated.
Again the opinion is held that teachers have adequate oppor
tunities to achieve their aims through legislative redress
and should utilize this channel to secure their objectives.
13J.

Edward Andrews Jr., "Looking Beyond the Strike,"
Childhood Education, April 1969, P- W•
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Another public objection to strikes is that they set
a poor example for students.

Teachers are reminded that their

work involves the important task of encouraging young people
to respect the legitimate authority of school personnel.

If

teachers strike, ignoring the dictates of the school board,
their students will categorize such action as permissible
and begin to lose respect for constituted authority.

The

position is taken that when teachers take to the picket line
they tarnish their image as "professionals"; thus
. . . if a salary increase is wrenched from a board
by a teacher strike at the cost of retrenchments in
other parts of the educational budget, the teachers. • •
may find their working conditions, and their ability
^
to effectively educate their pupils, greatly diminished.
A point is always made that there are few, if any,
forms of employment in which the employee does not agree to
give up some of his constitutional rights in the area of
speech and protest by the implied terms of his contract.

The

forfeiture of strike action is viewed as nothing more than a
pre-employment condition in the public sector.

Since it is

extremely difficult to establish guidelines which accurately
distinguish between the types of employment where a work
stoppage would pose a potential threat to the public and
where it would not cause an emergency, the only way to
guarantee that the public safety will not be threatened is
to prohibit all strikes.
held by the public.
l4John

This position is still very strongly

Though by 1971, some

70

percent of

H. Leddy, "Arbitration: An Answer to the
Impasse Dilemma," NASS? Bulletin, December 1971, p. 25.
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teachers are covered by collective agreements, one half of
the states still do not legally recognize the teachers'
right to negotiate. ^

The negotiation statutes enacted during

1970 in Pennsylvania and Hawaii contain provisions permitting
strikes by public employees.

Vermont has a provision against

the issuance of injunctions during strikes by public employees,
but takes no stand expressly permitting or prohibiting
strikes.

These three states are the exception rather than

the rule, though the public may well be moving in this
direc tion.
A final position against strikes stems from the
professional status of teachers which is held to be in
compatible with the right to strike.

It is maintained that

professional groups are prohibited from striking by their
codes of ethics, and teachers, out of a sense of responsi
bility to students, should continue to work regardless of
employment inadequacies.

There is an implicit fear that by

using the strike weapon, the teaching profession will become
associated with traditional trade union tactics, resulting in
a lowering of professional status.
One out of four working men in the United States
belongs to a union; thus there are many proponents of the
right to strike in the general public.
15Frederick

Right to Strike,"

The public safety

E. Hill, "Salary Schedules and the
School and University, November

1969, p. ^9•
l6y

F^

B^oar.h Bulletin, October 1970, p. 73-
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arguments are challenged on two counts.

First, they claim it

is not at all clear that a teacher strike in the private
sector present a far greater threat to the public than would
a work stoppage by educators, the right of the private
employees to strike is unquestioned.

The inconvenience to

the public caused by a teacher strike does not constitute a
serious danger to public health or safety.
The contention that strikes may deprive students of
educational opportunity is also disputed.

Most schools

already offer over three months of annual vacation without
arousing concern for the students' education, and school
attendance curtailed due to strikes could be made up by
adjusting the length of one of the vacation periods to enable
students to recoup any education deficits.

This position is

best stated for the public by David Selden, the current
presidnet of the AFT.

He claimed that "It is often more harm

ful to the children for teachers not to strike than it would
17
be to close down the schools for a while.
The charge that those who suffer most from public
employee strikes are those who are not directly involved is
also refuted for teacher strikes.

The overwhelming number of

causes for teacher strikes are directly related to the quality
of the educational system, including salaries, working conditions, and

ranm size
-room size.

class

The general public is responsible
s

for financing the euducational system through tax payments
David

17

Selden, "Needed:

Saturday Review, May 15, 19 5, P*

More Teacher Strikes,"
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which determine the quality of education.

The ordinary

citizen opposes any action which might increase taxes.

How

ever, when teachers strike, they are not appealing solely to
the board of education or the state legislature, but to the
public for a greater amount of support through increased tax
revenues.

This is a point made clear in the Los Angeles

teacher strike to be discussed later in the paper.

Thus it

would be fallacious to argue that teacher strikes injure those
who are not directly involved, since the public has a primary
responsibility for the functioning of the educational system.
Claims that municipalities cannot bind themselves to
negotiated employment contracts because it would constitute
an illegal delegation of governmental authority are open to
rebuttal, since municipal bodies let contracts for
construction, land development, and other necessary services.
Permitting teachers to strike does not delegate to them the
authority to fix their own wages to the exclusion of the
employer's discretion, sine,

employer is free to reject

their demands.
that school boards must operate within
The notion thai son
•r •
a
nH fixed budgetary constraints is also
clearly defined and ±1

to an NBA study, which demonstrated that

suspect, according to an

, ra tions of more than 2,000 people, 5>> per-

in cities with popul

„re financially independen

cent of the boards of educatio
Thls

in fact

study showed that rn our country,

if not in law. T
i were
wore suoj
subject to nominal
chpr 18 percent
this majority and an
, ,
i chiect to strict budgetary
—
qq nercent subJ
control, with only 2© p

18

control.
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In 92 percent of" the school hoards surveyed,

budgetary changes could be made subsequent to acceptance
without requiring the additional approval of" any review
agency.
The claim that professional codes of ethics prohibit
strikes is also open to serious doubts, since doctors and
lawyers are not restricted from striking by the codes of the
medical and legal associations.
Strike advocates maintain that legislative redress
arguments fail to consider a number of key points.

First,

appeal to the legislature is impractical, since most state
legislatures meet infrequently and for a relatively short
time.

While they are in session, they are generally over

burdened with other business and do not have time to entertain
teachers' grievances.

It would be impossible for the state

legislature to deal with every local situation that presented
itself.

The benevolent nature of the government employer is

also considered a fiction since public employees are often
paid considerably less than their counterparts in private
industry.
Many who favor allowing teachers to strike feel that
it is a necessary prerequisite to effective collective
bargaining and that no valid distinction exists between public
and private employees when the services performed are sub
stantially the same.
l8Michael

Without the ultimate power to strike,

Moskow, Tgacher and Unions (Philadelphia:
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1966), pp. 25 27.
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teachers approach the bargaining table in a weaker position.
Since perhaps the real power of the strike is the threat of
its usage rather than its actual use, the strike potential
forces both sides to more carefully consider the position
of their adversary.

A meaningful bargaining relationship

could also have a very positive effect by fostering a climate
which could inform the public of the problems faced by the
schools and the need for their resolution.
Although courts have recognized that the presence
of no-strike laws do not constitute involuntary servitude,
school boards must realize that teachers cannot be forced to
remain on the job if they feel that circumstances warrant
strike action despite no-strike laws.
ATTITUDES OF TEACHER ORGANIZATIONS

the effect of teacher stri
e in Flint, Michigan, October 11, 1969.
first merger took place in
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1) ^n 1962, "the Flint Education Association (NEA
affiliate) rejected the idea of a "strike" as
a legitimate weapon in forwarding the cause of
teachers.
2)

In 1965» the FEA accused the Flint Federation of
Teachers (AFT) of being "strike-happy."

3) In 1965» the FEA called a two day strike.
4) In the 1966-67 school year, the FEA discontinued
the rhetoric of a teacher-administrator "family"
and forced administrators to withdraw from the
organization.
5)

In 1968, the FEA sought the endorsement of organized
labor in its negotiations for teachers.

6)

By October, 1969, the FEA had merged with the AFLCIO affiliated FFT, paid a complimentary visit to
19
a UAW picket line, and struck for three weeks.

Less than one year later, the two rival affiliates, AFT-NEA,
were to merge in Los Angeles giving birth to the United
Teachers of Los Angeles (UTLA).

In March 1973, the New York

State Teachers united to form New York State United Teachers
(NYSUT).
NEA is changing its position in relation to adminis
trative personnel.

The proposed constitution is moving

toward limiting administrators ability to join NEA. The NEA
has a membership of approximately one million teachers,
19McGhan

and Litz, "The Anatomy of a Merger," Phi
Delta Kappan, June 1970, P* 536'
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administrators, and other educational specialists.

Public

school classroom teachers constitute more than 85 percent of
the total membership.

The NEA has traditionally held that

because of the uniqueness of education as a profession,
membership should not be limited to classroom teachers alone,
but this attitude may be changing due to strikes.

"In 1966-67,

more than 40 percent of the superintendents served as advisor
to both board and teacher negotiators; by 1971-72, only l4

20

percent served in this dual capacity."

However, most local

affiliates still accept both teachers and administrators.
Historically, the NEA has considered discussion of teachers'
salaries unprofessional.

This position has changed.

In 1970j

in San Francisco, the Representative Assembly of NEA approved
a "UniServ" program which could cost the NEA and its locals
as much as $17 million, to form a nationwide network of
.

^

^

2 1

tightly organized teacher groups led by skilled negotiators.

The AFT is a national union composed of more than 450
local affiliates with a membership of approximately 150,000
largely centered in urban areas.
principals will be accepted.
are barred from membership.

Each local decides whether

However, school superintendents
The AFT emphasizes that it is

the only organization devoted solely to the interests of
teachers.

While the AFT and NEA have been m competition

20Myron

Lieberman, "Negotiations:

Future," School Magazine, May 1973, P21"Forecast

for Fall:. . .

Journal, September 1970, PP- 3^-35.

Past, Present and

16 •

American School Board
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since 1919 » the battle intensified in December 1961, when an
AFT affiliate won bargaining rights for the public school
teachers of New York City.

The AFT then joined the Industrial

Union Department of the AFL-CIO and received active support
in the form of personnel and financial resources.

The IUD's

interest in organizing teachers was in response to changes
in the composition of the labor force which made organization
of white-collar workers a necessity for the maintenance of
the relative strength of the labor movement in the future.
The 1961 success of the AFT in negotiations with the
New York City School Board substantially influenced the NEA
in its policies toward collective bargaining.

A series of

articles in Today's Education, an NEA Journal, focuses

on

the area of "Professional Negotiation," which is in line
with NEA's Continuing Resolution 33 (Professional Negotiation
and Grievance Procedures), which states:
The National Education Association believes that
local associations and school boards must negotiate
written master contracts. Such contracts shall result
from negotiation in good faith between associations
and school boards, through representatives of their
choosing, to establish, maintain, protect, and improve
terms and conditions for professional service and other
matters of mutual concern including a provision for
•f*i n3_ncieil res ponsibili"fcy •
_
The association encourages local affiliates to see
that teachers are guaranteed a voice m the establish
ment of instructional policies
Procediares
the
with6definite steps to appeal the application of inter
pretation Of school board policies and agreements.
Binding arbitration shall be a part of the grievance
procedure.^
22»Special

Feature on Professional Negotiation,
F.Hi,nation. NB^Jouraal, February 1970, p. 33.
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While the NEA prefers the term "professional negotiations"
and continues to distinguish its efforts from those of the
labor movement, it is clear that it is developing similar
approaches in collective bargaining, resulting in a substantial
change in its image.
In light of the statistics presented earlier in the
paper regarding strikes, 1965-66, 18 strikes, 1969-70* 180
strikes, it is obvious that teacher militancy has shown a
marked increase during the past few years.

The teachers have

led NEA to a more militant position; now, in turn, NEA tends
to be leading teachers into a more militant position, as the
negotiation aspect of the "UniServ" program indicates.

Com

petition between NEA and AFT appears to be growing more
intense with the AFT winning 86 representative elections
between September
victories.23

1965 and June 1969 compared with NEA's 291

However, though winning only about one out of

four elections, ATT did win representation rights for 96,393
teachers, compared to

152,999 teachers who came under the

bargaining authority of NEA, pointing to AFT's success in
urban areas.

APT has appeal for teachers in Industrial

centers as their comments on teacher working conditions often
hits a responsive cord.

The following statement by Fred W.

Smith of AFT is an example:

"Teachers in metropolitan areas

"Marvin J. Levine, "The Issues in Teacher strikes,"
The .ourn.i of
General
Education, April 1970, p. 3.
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face working conditions and a social milieu similar to those
P i-i
of lower level employees of mass industry."
California's first semi-official collective bargaining
election for teachers gave a marginal victory in late 1969 "to
the AFL-CIO, American Federation of Teachers in San Francisco.
The San Francisco Board of Education sponsored a vote of
teachers in San Francisco.

The San Francisco Board of

Education sponsored a "preference poll" among 4,700 teachers.
Secret ballots were cast by 51 percent of the teachers, and
the union won 2,135 of the 2,913 votes cast.

However, the

rival Classroom Teachers Association had called for a boycott
of the election so that the union could not claim a clear-cut
victory.

James Ballard, AFT President in San Francisco, said

that until now "the board of education has operated on the
theory that the association represented a majority of teachers.
The election shows the union represents at least as many
teachers as the association."26

Perhaps even more significant,

according to both union and association officials, was a vote
in favor of exclusive bargaining rights.

The teachers voted

1,939 to 647 against continuation of a negotiating council
composed of representatives of all teacher organizations.

At

present, California's Vinton Act, which will be discussed
24Fred

V.

Associations,"
23"AFT

Smith, "Teachers Unions v s Professional
Society, December 1962, p. 439.

Wins Preference Poll Among 4,700 in San
vi ainrs
rrn-hi a ti ng Service, January 2, 197 ,
Francisco ," Educators—V—g
&—.
p. 117.
26-,., . ,

Ibid.
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later, calls for use of a negotiating council which is
entitled to "meet and confer" with school boards about wages
and working conditions of teachers.

Richard Batchelder,

Executive Secretary of the California Teachers Association
(CTA), an NEA affiliate, stated that the real significance
of the San Francisco vote is that teachers in all parts of
the state are saying that they want exclusive bargaining
27
agents and collective bargaining.
Since the NEA has endorsed collective bargaining and
changed its internal structure to guarantee classroom teachers
control of the organization, the consolidation of the NEA and
AFT has loomed as a distinct possibility, for the existing
dichotomy may tend to weaken education's position.

David

Selden, the top lieutenant of former AFT President Charles
Cogen for years, took over Cogen's job during the summer of
1968 and immediately invited the NEA to begin discussion on
the subject of a merger.

His editorial in the September 1968

issue of AFT's newspaper, "American Teacher," contained the
statement, "none of the obstacles which now stand xn the way
of building one united, militant, autonomous, teaehers-only
organization are insuperable."

The NEA Executive Committee

which met in October 1968 flatly rejected Selden's merger
proposal and refused to even begin talks, since his demand
,
.
^n-itiated on the national level and his
that merger talks be xnxtxareu
.u,. j
merging teachers must retain union
stxpulatxon that the mergx g
27Ibid.

ko
affiliation "were not even seriously entertained by the NEA.
Only about 60 percent of the nearly two million members of
state associations belong to NEA, but the state associations
have full membership in the NEA, so it is easy to see why
commencing NEA-AFT talks at the national level could prove
28
to be a stumbling block.
In a teacher opinion poll conducted in the spring of
1969 by the Instructor Publications, Inc., the question was
asked:

"Who would benefit if AFT and NEA were merged?"

(Table 8).^

TABLE 8
WHO WOULD BENEFIT IF AFT AND NEA WERE MERGED?
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Perhaps

Yes

No

NEA Would Benefit

26.7#

66.7%

6.6#

AFT Would Benefit

56.7%

33-3$

10.0#

Individual Teachers
Would Benefit

30.0$

53-3$

16.7#

A large majority, 56.7 percent, felt the AFT would
benefit; an even greater majority, 66.7 percent, felt that
the NEA would not benefit.

A smaller group, hut still a

eo o percent, were concerned about any personal
majorxty, 53»3 percent,
•

-4-

28Ibid.

^"Teacher Opinion Poll;
March 1970, p. ^+3*

^°Ibid.

AFT/NEA Merger," Instructor,
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benefits.

Seventy- three percent of those responding belonged

to teachers' groups affiliated with either NEA or AFT so this
response may be somewhat revealing with regard to the feeling
of the membership of two organizations.

Those favoring the

merger generally viewed it as beneficial to form a united
front, whereas most of the opinions favoring keeping the two
groups apart seemed to think that one group was better for
teachers than the other.

Chapter 3
LEGISLATION AND JUDICIAL RULINGS
RELATED TO STRIKES
Reutter and Hamilton in The Law of Public Education
state "That public employees have no inherent right to strike
is the universal judicial view.

Some states have passed

statutes expressly forbidding strikes of public employees.
The constitutionality of such statutes has been uniformly
sustained."1

The State of California has no law directly

related to teacher strikes.

Individual state legislatures

have the right to provide by statute that public employees
may use the strike in enforcing their rights to collective
bargaining.

However, the courts have taken the posxtion

that such strikes are illegal in the absence of enabling
legislation.^
The negotiation statutes of Pennsylvania and Hawaii
contain provisions permitting strikes by public employees m
certain circumstances, i.e., after collective bargaining
processes have been completely utilized and no clear and
present danger or threat to the health, safety or welfare of
1Reutter

and Hamilton, The Law of Public Education
Reutter ai
Foundation Press, Inc., 1970),
(Mineola, New York: The founuu

p. 412.
W. City oi Manchester - Manchester Teachers
Guild, 100 N. H. 507, 131 A. 2d 59 (1957).
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the public is presented.

These 1970 laws in Pennsylvania and

Hawaii are a first of their kind.

Vermont in 1969 passed a

statute covering organizational and negotiation rights of
public —school teachers, but strikes were not expressly
permitted or prohibited.

The law does bar the issuance of

an injunction or restraining order in any action connected
with negotiation except on the basis of findings of fact by
a court after a hearing.3
The Legislature of California passed SB 400 known as
the Moscone Bill in the summer of 1973? only to have the bill
vetoed by Governor Reagan.

SB 400 would have replaced the

Winton Act in California and given public employees the full
rights of collective negotiations not now enjoyed.

The

Winton Act reflects the thinking of the California Teachers
Association in the 1964-1965 period.

The Moscone Bill had

the full support of CTA and represents a definite change in
the Association's position.

The Winton Act when first

introduced required school boards to negotiate in "good faith"
with the negotiating council or the single organization in
the district.

As passed by the legislature, however, the

good faith requirement was replaced by the words "meet and

confer."
The position of teachers and the organizations rernifornia is presented in the Education

presenting them m Calil°rn
t onSn 1 1090. which is collectively
Code, Article 5, sections 13080-1309",
1

t a era 1 izing Strikes by Public

3-1970 Statutes: lulls tin? October 1970, p. 73.

Employees," NBA R e s e a r c h Buileti

kk
known as the Winton Act.

Section 13080 states the purpose

of Article 5 (Employee Organizations).
It is the purpose of this article to promote the
improvement of personnel management and employeremployee relations within the public school systems
in the State of California by providing a uniform
basis for recognizing the right of public school
employees to join organizations of their own choice
and be represented by such organizations in their
professional and employment relationships with public
school employers and to afford certificated employees
.
a voice in the formulation of educational policy. . . .

Section I3O85 states that "A public school employer. . .
shall meet and confer with representatives of certificated and

classified employee organizations upon request with regard to
all matters relating to employment conditions. . . ."5

This

section gives teachers and their organizations a right to be
heard by the board, but nothing else.
Section I3O87.I demonstrates a similar lack of power
for teachers to negotiate.

This section is titled "Resolution

of Persistent Disagreement," and simply states that persistent
disagreements shall be referred to a committee of three persons,
one selected by the employer and one by the employee organi
zation, and these two persons shall select the third member
of the committee.

The committee is to make recommendations

6

but its recommendations have no binding force on either party.
Although the State of California in Article 5 takes
the position of encouraging teacher organizations, there is
Vducetion Code, Volume Two, State of California,
1971, p. 717.
5Ibid.

6Ibid.
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no binding solution provided for the resolution of persistent
disagreements between teacher organizations and the school,
districts.

Thus in the past decade, the traditional union

alternative to such a situation has been employed with greater
frequency, i.e. , the use of the strike.

CTA stressed binding

arbitration as a key feature of the Moscone Bill but stopped
short of asking for legislation of strikes.

Governor Reagan,

in vetoing the bill, assumed the bill would legalize strikes,
an assumption which may or may not have been correct.
In order to better understand the position of teachers
who strike in a state which has a clear no-strike statute,
Florida serves as a good example.

"The Supreme Court of

Florida, in 1968, reviewed court holdings on strikes and
concluded that 'a strike against the government [is one] which
all authorities agree cannot be tolerated in the absence of
expressed consent by the government.'"7

The court rejected

a claim of "involuntary servitude" and stated that teachers
could resign, which they did since they had been restrained
from striking by a court order.

The Lee County Board accepted

the resignations of approximately 400 teachers.

It was only

a week later that it became clear that the governor of Florida
would not veto a second appropriations bill.

It was his veto

on a first such bill that had caused the strike.

The Florida

, 1 . iv,at the cause of the strike had
Education Association stated that the
i
v,D+nrn to their classrooms,
been corrected so teachers should

Toe cit., Reutter and Hamilton.
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if there were no reprisals or reduction in teacher status.
The board of education negotiated with the teachers that they
would be taken back on the condition that they pay a $100
fine.

Almost all the teachers paid the fine and returned to

work.

In the case that followed, The National Education

Association vs. Lee County Board of Public Instruction, 299 F.
Supp. 834, the U. S. District Court held that the school board
g
was without authority to assess such fines.
The strike in Florida in 1968 demonstrated the power
of a restraining order by the courts which caused the teachers
to resign.

The court order said that they could not strike

and bargain for a return to work, while retaining their rights
as teachers in the system.

Even without anti—strike legislation,

violations of restraining orders issued to end strikes have

9

been planished in contempt of court proceedings.

"In the past year, however, the courts have begun to
decide this issue [enjoining teacher strikes] on the basis of
the actual impact of the strike instead of on ideological or
legal preconception about it."10

This was the result of the

1973 decision by the Rhode Island Supreme Court which refused
to enjoin a strike by the Warwich Federation of Teachers.
8 t _ n Carber "Teachers Can't Be Fined As Condition
Lee 0.
schools, October 1970, p. 104.
of Re-employment ,
Na tion—s—

oc. cit., Reutter and Hamilton.

9L

10

"Negotiations: Past, Present and
h ^n
T Myron Lieberman,
2.973, p. 18.

Future," School Management, Ma,
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Naturally, AFT President David Selden has termed this a
"landmark" decision.11
That teachers are making advances through the use of
the strike seems indisputable.

More and more they are acting

through organizations directed toward legislative pressure.
NEA grew from 812,000 members paying $10 annually in dues for
1962 to 1,100,000 members paying $25 annually in 1972.

Legal

and negotiating services clearly dominate NEA' s 1973 budget,
while they were a very minor part in 1962.

This has happened

while AFT has gone from 71 > 000 members to 275»000 members with
....
12
an even more aggressive negotiating program.
The 32nd Annual Leaders Conference for local teachers
Associations held at Asilomar, California, on October 19 > 20,
21, 1973, was devoted primarily to discussion of Proposition 1
and Collective Bargaining.

The keynote address was delivered

by Robert Phelps, Executive Director of the Pennsylvania State
Education Association.

Phelps exhorted the California teachers

to unite in applying political pressure such as has been
applied by Pennsylvania teachers in securing the right to
strike and in the election of governmental officials.

The

subsequent defeat of Proposition 1 in a campaign engineered
by the CTA indicates the potency of unified teacher efforts
and dedication.

A second address at this conference was by

Senator George Moscone, who reaffirmed his support for
collective bargaining, promising to remtroduc

i:LIbid.

12Ibid.
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next year's legislative session.

Moscone indicated that

passage of thxs bill is only a matter of time and that local
teacher support would and should hasten its passage, perhaps
in the coming year.

Chapter 4

THE LOS ANGELES TEACHER STRIKE

BACKGROUND

The intense rivalries noted earlier between the AFT
and NEA affiliates in San Francisco are in sharp contrast to
the mood of harmony between the Union-AFT Local 1021 and the
NEA affiliate in Los Angeles.

The pattern of the Flint,

Michigan, merger was to be repeated.
on December 2, 1969.

Merger talks started

In January 1970, Los Angeles teachers

representing AFT Local 1021 and the Associated Classroom
Teachers of Los Angeles (ACT-LA) voted in separate referenda
on merger.

The negotiations leading to this step had been

carried on with full knowledge and consent of the AFT and
NEA, each hailing the amalgamation as a pilot project which
might eventually open the way to a nationwide merger.
The new organization, United Teachers-Los Angeles
(UTLA), pledged to achieve a collective bargaining contract,
and stated publicly its willingness to strike.

The basic

demand package of the new organisation was essentially the
ATT program for salaries, fringe benefits, class site and
1

TV
Uoivcrson
"The Analysis of a Strike,"
F" "
TL Education » WeTfare. Office of
U. S. Department of Heal in, u
Education, November 19? 197 ? P*
JeTy
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teacher programs.

The negotiating committee was equally

divided between the AFT and ACT—LA, despite the fact that
ACT—LA with over 18,000 members was at least six times as
large as AFT Local 1021.

Dues were to remain the same until

September 1, 1970, at which time they were to be 1.5 percent
of the beginning salary.

Teachers would therefore be paying

approximately $113, of which $50 would stay in the UTLA
treasury, with the other

$63

going either to the NEA-CTA or

AFT-CFT, as each teacher designates.

Considering the relative

strengths of the two organizations, it is difficult to see how

2

a more advantageous contract could be worked out for the AFT.
On Friday, April 3 5 1970, the Los Angeles Times ran
the following headline:
Weeks."

"L. A. Teachers May Strike in Two

Not until the middle of May was news of the strike

to get off the front page.

UTLA President Robert Ransom and

other UTLA leaders met with Governor Reagan on Thursday,
April 2, to demand a temporary half-cent state sales tax
increase to help finance schools, threatening a strike rote
to be held the following week.

UTLA leaders pointed out that

Los Angeles has the largest average class size of any major
urban district in the country.

Budget cuts, if made, might

4- un n-F the 598 school nurses.
cause dismissal of about 33© o± tne _jyo

UTLA

i- „ ovoraw of seventeen years elapsed
further stated that an average
between paintings of schools.
o

2A11

-

i-w-i « spc-tion was obtained from

inflation rn thus
issues of the lAJS-Angfles Tfme,|
May 21, 1970, unless specifi

-113110 33 city W3.S stcltGd "to

The inner

^

^
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have a drop-out rate of from 40 percent to 50 percent and
most Los Angeles schools had a serious shortage of school
supplies.

The meeting with Governor Reagan caused no change

in the UTLA position.
The teachers' organizations rejected as "totally un
acceptable" an offer to boost salaries by 5 percent if it
meant class-size increases or cuts in essential school oper
ations.

Lyman B. Powell, attorney for the Board of Education,

insisted that it would not be possible to meet more than twice
a week with UTLA negotiators, who had offered to meet around
the clock, since "negotiating requires readings, reflection,
writing.

It takes time, and artificial deadlines only serve

as provocations."

Powell also served as the chief negotiator

for the Board at this time.

On Tuesday night, April 7, the

board of directors of UTLA voted

83 to 9 to strike on the

following Monday and sent the recommendation to the 270
member UTLA House of Representatives which endorsed a strike
with only 20 delegates opposing the action.

Powell, who had

represented management in scores of negotiations in private
industry, said UTLA had presented a sixty-seven page "Utopian
inn different areas, and that, in any
document" covering TOO dineien
normal negotiation in priva

1

-i nH11 s"tirv • it would take six

„io in the UTLA demand.
months to study the propos

Powell

-Pol t thev had to strike to
charged that the UTLA members
.
+1me the seriousness of the school
demonstrate to the Legis a
situation in Los Angeles.
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THE STRIKE PREPARATION
On April 9, the teachers voted 11,635 to 5,63^ in
favor of a strike, with Ransom insisting that there would he
no fixed period for the duration of the strike and that the
teachers were prepared to stay out the rest of the school
term if necessary.

School board attorney, Jerry Halverson

said he was prepared to seek a court order against the strike,
after it started, since "the strike is obviously illegal,"
basing his view on a court case, Almond vs. the City of
Sacramento, which held in 1969 that public employees did not
have the right to strike.

There is, however, no specific

law against strikes by any public employees other than that
against strikes by firemen and policemen.

Halverson said

that he had "no plans to put anyone in jail since that only
makes martyrs out of people and does not remedy the situation."
He thought that the school board might consider seeking fines
against individual teachers or the UTLA treasury.
Ransom insisted that the strike was not being called
to get full acceptance of UTLA's proposals, which he called
a goal for long-range improvement in the school system.

He

pointed to several possibilities open to the school board and
i ' X-.
_ill h
in eiilieir averting
the state legislature which could result
-i +• of verv brief duration:
the strike or making it ox
y

(l) the board

r, -p- -I financing as added money is sought, but
could accept deficit ± man
0
-1 h violate the state educational code;
Ransom admitted this woul
n
school operation into effect
(2) the board could "put a quality school p
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for as long as the budget lasts, and then close the school
system when the money runs out"; (3) the State Legislature
could supply funds which he estimated the need now at $400
million, but he admitted that "we would settle for a good
deal less than that as long as the State Legislature and the
school board start showing good faith in improving the
system."
On Friday, April 10, agreement was reached on two
minor non-money issues involving rules for leaves of absence
and teacher conferences on grading, but the strike was not
discussed and no further talks were scheduled until Tuesday,
a day after the strike deadline.

School officials again

rejected a request from the teachers for a stepped-up schedule
of negotiations with meetings over the weekend, which prompted
UTLA officials to charge that Powell and the school officials
were stalling deliberately to make certain there was a strike
so the attitude of the city's 25,000 teachers toward such
militancy could be tested.
As the strike deadline approached, it marked the first
time that the forces of the two rival teacher organizations
+- of a
would be united m support
a strike.

The NEA and AFT had

c--^-a-P"P mpmbers to assist UTLA in
both assigned about sixty stall
coordinating strike activities, and eacti organization had set
up funds so that the

teachers could receive *1000 interest-

free loans to help them during

available

-t-uo -walkout, with more money

eh -1 a was prolonged.
if the strike was proi
s

Printing presses and

u
„•
S had been working almost around the clock
duplicating machines had d

5b

to produce nearly a million pieces of literature for dis
tribution, including 50,000 bumper stickers reading, "Teachers
Want What Children Need."

THE STRIKE

On Monday, April 13, the first day of the strike, 53
percent of the teachers stayed away from their jobs and strike
leaders vowed to ignore a back—to—work court order.

Acting

School Superintendent Robert Kelly said that all negotiations
had now been broken off with the teachers "until they are
back in their classrooms."

He also stated that "every attempt

must be made to keep the schools open to provide adequate
supervision for the thousands of young people whose parents
must work and have no place to leave their children."
Governor Reagan charged on Tuesday that the teachers were
"striking against the children and they ought to review their
consciences. ...

I would think that teachers would have in

mind that they should be setting a proper example and operate
within the law rather than giving a demonstration of defying
the law."

Despite the fact that in Los Angeles the state

currently supplies only about 27 percent of the school funds
u. 4-Uo .vpraffe of 3b percent, Reagan recompared with a statewide averag
J
f
,
,
teachers made prior to the strike
peated statements made to tea
,.
-c -intprvening in the dispute or of
that he had no intention of inter
1

-d

for

seek i n g s p e c i a l s t a t e f i n a n c i a l a i d t o r
School District.

the Los Angeles Unified

j 4-1-,^ T r> «=; AH£T©l0S "fcGcLCllGl^S 2T"ega.ITCiillg'
He chided the Los Angel

+- nf the people, since the vote
their failure to win the support of
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had been three to one against Q
gainst a recent tax override.

Gove:
;rnor

Reagan pointed out that Los Angles
+
^iigeies does not rank as one of
the poor school districts and special allocations would have
to be made on a statewide basis; thus any added state money
to Los Angeles would be relatively small.
The long-range package proposals of UTLA included a
salary range of from $10,000 to $20,000 a year, compared to
the present ^>7 »230 to $13»650.

Conditions discussed were:

maximum class size of 25 in junior and senior high and 20 in
elementary schools; hiring of an educational aide for each
teacher; and a normal elementary school day from 8:30 a.m.
to 3:30 p.m., with an hour duty-free lunch period.

UTLA

claimed that there were many items that could be resolved
quickly, such as a special program for children who had serious
reading problems , whereby they would be moved into classes
where they would spend almost all their time learning to read
with the program concentrated in the fourth, seventh, and
tenth grades.

A grievance procedure for teachers was also

sought, which would be set up with binding arbitration, and
a neutral person would hear the case if it were not first
resolved between UTLA and school officials.

Arthur Gardner,

-1 board, rinimed
president of the school
cxaimeu that
biid u it was pointless
*>
1
,.
, - m c . since the striking teachers had
to discuss non-cost items
since
j +.V.Q Ma:kout even if those issues
indicated they would not end the walkout
in the dispute were resolved.
With student absenteeism reaching about U3 percent
the Board of Education voted four to
on Thursday, April 16, the noa
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three to establish "back-to-work" negotiations with the
teachers without discussing "substantive issues" of salaries
or educational programs.

On Friday, Superintendent Kelly

recommended shortening the school day and eliminating 3,500
jobs next year to meet an expected budget deficit of $42
million.

Reducing the school day in junior and senior high

schools would save $11.1 million and eliminate 1,321 teaching
jobs.

Other proposals included elimination of all inter-

scholastic athletics and other extracurricular activities,
such as band, journalism and drama in the junior and senior
high schools; a 66 percent cut in district health services,
including the elimination of mental and dental health personnel
at a savings of $4.4 million; curtailment of nearly all the
district's bus transportation; and reduction in maintenance
and administrative staffs.

These cutbacks were recommended

to finance a projected 5 percent pay increase for teachers
($19 million), a mandatory

cost-of-living

raise for non-

teaching employees ($5 million), special new programs con
sidered vital by Kelly ($7 million) and a raise in cost of
operations due to inflation ($11 million).

The special program

included a revision in the district's elementary reading
-i • ^
a ma tpri als in the elementary
instruction, increased supplies an
, ,. , i
schools, continuance of additional

cj-off

-nersonnel in minority
P

-P A O T Y Program, a voluntary busing
schools, and funding of APhX rr g
project among West Side secondary schools.
a U P budget cuts as "totally irreUTLA denounced the budge

• •,
Girted out that no teachers
ponsible" as school officials p
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were expected to be laid off, with the normal turnover in
teaching staff expected to make up for the proposed drop in
teaching positions, resulting in the hiring of few or no new
teachers in the fall.

On Saturday, April 19, UTLA accused

the board of recruiting replacement teachers as a maneuver
to fight the strike.

Administrators asked strikers to return

to work on two grounds:
it was futile.

that the walkout was illegal and that

The Monday, April 20, Los Angeles Times gave

a detailed outline of UTLA's sixty-seven page proposal which
would triple the school budget if put into effect all at once.
The main thrust of the proposals was to give the teachers a
major voice in operating the school programs, even including
such matters as textbook selection.

The position was that

teachers are professionals and should have some decision
making authority.
On Monday, April 20, the Board of Education approved
unanimously the intervention of the Federal Mediation and
Conciliation Service, representing another slight moderation
of Kelly's position.

He had maintained the hard-line position

that no negotiations would be conducted until teachers returned
to their jobs.

Opposition to the strike appeared to be in

creasing, with more and more parents joining "anti-strike"
• p,
a-r.lo<=; t s asainst the walkout coming
picket lines, and with protest
g
some groups of teachers.

from numerous civic groups
teaching employees voted on

re

=anv to

Non-

ioin the teachers in

• • 1
of the AFL-CIO Building Trades
the strike, and officials
ttifs t construction workers would
Council notified the teachers that
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shut down all city school construction by Monday, the first
strike ever made in the history of Local 99.
On Thursday, April 23, a private mediator, Benjamin
Aaron, Professor of Law at UCLA and head of the UCLA Institute
of Industrial Relations, was called in as about 50 percent of
the teachers continued to strike and student absenteeism
remained at about 45 percent.

On Sunday, April 26, it was

announced that strike votes or day-long protest demonstrations
were being considered by teacher organizations in San Francisco,
Long Beach, Oakland, Torrance, Pasadena, Claremont, San
Bernardino, and Hayward, based on a booklet published by CTA's
Southern Section entitled, "Teacher Power at the Bargaining
Table."

Ralph Thompson, chairman of a group called the

Greater Los Angeles Education Association, said that
. . the board has an obligation to consider all
recommendations from teachers and to work with teachers
to improve education, by the community through its
properly elected school board or be controlled by
officials of teacher organizations.
Richard Batchelder, the CTA Southern Section chairman, replied
to these remarks:

"We are embarking on an exciting era when

for the first time we shall be a profession not only m the
nature of our work but also in the determination of our
working conditions."
-r-,
n iiip TTTLA's demands,
The CTA's "Teacher Power, Ink
= o + s of proposals, some of which overlap,
stresses three prime sets 01 p P
1
with students, calling for
One of these sets deals mostly
• ««
special aid to poverty-area
major reduction in class siz ,
1 « which would also help teachers
schools, and similar proposals
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by easing their workloads.

A second set of proposals deals

with the organization itself, calling for time off for
organization representatives to meet with teachers at the
schools before and after class, regular school pay for
organization representatives, and "exclusive bargaining
rights" which in Los Angeles would mean that UTLA would re
present all the teachers, even those who are not members,
although non-members in this case would not pay dues.

Iron

ically, this is one of the most difficult items to achieve
because of the existence of the Winton Act, which has been
passed at the insistence of CTA.

The third group of pro

posals from UTLA deals directly with the teachers, ranging
from salaries to grievance procedures allowing for neutral
arbitrators to solve stalemated disputes.
Teacher negotiations resumed on Monday, April 27, two
weeks after the walkout started, at the request of Aaron, who
warned the public "not to expect a resolution of these compli
cated issues within a few days."

Leo Geffner, Attorney for

UTLA, said that the striking teachers would not insist on a
signed contract, "in which every fine point is finalized,"
, „ contract."
and added, "but UTLA does want a contrac

On Wednesday,

^ vonnrfprf to have increased
April 29, student attendance was rep
from 55 percent on Monday to 60 percent on Tuesday, as talks
continued.

About !,000

-teacher employees, including 113

non

3
on strike at this time. On Friday,
bus drivers, were also on st
,
the board had acted to speed
May 1, it was reported that
,,
ture of the board's action was
negotiations, although the
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not disclosed.

On Tuesday, May 5, in court action, the board

was seeking contempt action against the four top UTLA officers
for violating a temporary court order issued by Superior
Judge Schauer, who held that the strike was illegal.

Superior

Judge Fargo had said on Monday that "teachers have no right
whatsoever to strike," upholding the legal basis of the
original order; since school officials had not given adequate
legal proof that the UTLA officers specifically violated the
order by overt actions, they were not in contempt of the
order.
On Friday, May 8, it was announced that the mediator
had submitted a plan for settlement of the strike, relfecting
a number of provisions submitted by the parties although it
was more than an amalgam of their positions.

Neither the

board nor the teachers were legally bound to accept the pro
posal, but if either did, the other would be under heavy
community pressure to do the same.

On Saturday, several

board members unofficially gave it their approval, though
several others called the proposal unacceptable because the
board could not properly and legally enter into a contract
with the teachers, and because it called for money which was
not available.

Aaron had recommended that the agreement be

n v. ^ and the Official negotiating
signed by the school board a
• ..noi under the Winton Act.
council, which had been authori

negotiating council would,

The

-in turn, let UTLA represent it

nnlv of UTLA members. This
since the council was compos
, for other teacher organizations to
left open the prospect fo
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become members of the negotiating council if they could get
the required minimum of 3,000 teachers as members, since only
UTLA with 18,000 dues-payers had enough to qualify.
Sunday night a temporary snag developed as the board
announced serious reservations about the legal implications
and financial limitations which might result from the pro
posal, although no details were given.

Members of UTLA

decided Sunday to accept the proposal but to stay out on
strike until the board also approved it or until an acceptable
compromise was reached.

Early Tuesday morning, May 12, the

board adopted the agreement by a four to two vote in executive
session after almost nineteen hours of continuous negotiation.
At a four—hour mass meeting at Shrine Auditorium, in a voice
vote, the teachers approved postponement of vote to end the
strike until 10 a.m. on Wednesday at various locations, but
endorsed a proposal to the school board calling for the $18
million set aside for a 5 percent boost to be diverted into
the educational program, which had been slashed by $4l million
to balance the 1970-71 budget.
Two school board members appeared before the packed

auditorium and urged teachers to approve the pact, contending
orhiPvement for the first agreement
that it represented a major achievement

+•
TTTT A as the bargaining agent for the
of its kind, designating UTLA as
,-4 l
as well as providing for a
teachers' negotiating counc
,
• 0 for teachers in district affairs,
contract, a greater voice f
,
.
The board agreed to-adhere to
and the 5 percent pay boost.
._ u„ the event additional
UTLA's list of priority improvemen
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funds were forthcoming, with more money also subject to
negotiation on providing additional salaries.

The agreement

called for teachers to serve on joint committees with adminis
trators, to make decisions on how the district is run, and
designated representatives named by the Negotiating Council
were to share authority with principals at local schools.
The agreement did not provide for elimination of planned cut
backs for the following year or substantial improvement in
instruction and greater pay boost and fringe benefits sought
by UTLA.

The UTLA board of directors voted Tuesday to

recommend rejection of the proposal, but several teachers at
the mass meeting argued that the contract provision represented
a major concession and noted that the prolonged strike was
beginning to hurt financially.

On Wednesday, May l4, the

teachers overwhelmingly voted to end the four and one half
week walkout by a 6,702 to 2,070 margin and also voted 4,964
to 3,714 to urge the board to cancel the salaiy increase and
instead use the $18 million to restore the remedial reading
programs and reduce class size.

The ballot on ratification

j c t r i k e settlement agreement
of the school board's proposed s
T

to be taken the following week

,raa

mere formality.

the UTLA members who had participated
allowed to vote.

The move to

divert

Only

-in the strike had been

funds for a pay boost

considered a shrewd act to
into the educational program was con
= TA'Pre most concerned about
demonstrate that striking teacher
rhool board subsequently
benefits to students, although the
+ since there were 17,000 who
chose not to consider the reques
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had not voted on it.

Board members opposed dropping the 5

percent pay increase because the board had made commitment
for the boost and needed it to attract new teachers.
CONCLUSION
The Los Angeles teacher strike points out serious
problems which are common to many other cities in California,
namely, increasing educational costs, a reluctance on the
part of the state legislature to share a heavy percentage of
these costs.

However, since the 1970 Los Angeles strike,

Senate Bill 90 has brought the state closer to the position
of a partner in financing educational costs with the local
districts.

The fact that Los Angeles teachers were willing

to forego a 5 percent increase simply further underscores
the contention that the strike was directed against the state
legislature and the governor.
Jerry F. Halverson, the legal advisor for the Los
Angeles City Schools, concluded at the end of the strike.
"Aside, however, from the problems in the area of f

Y

morale, the District and the pupils, many believe, suffered
very little as a result of the strike."
• j„-f
out that make-up time was provide

Halverson pointed
s~f~nden~fcs who missod.

,
i-na i i v saved $11 million in
classes and that the district actually
„ =irike. From the vantage
teacher pay during th
«
three points had been made
point of the board and Halverson,

salaries:

clear by the Los Angeles teacher strike.
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(1)

Strikes of public employees cannot be
effectively prohibited by anti-strike
legislation or by court injunctions.

(2)

Public employee unionism will continue
and increase.

(3)

New approaches and techniques are needed
if collective bargaining is to be an aid
in preventing strikes. Legislation is
needed to:
a)

Carefully define the nature of the
bargaining unit.

b)

Describe the scope of, or objectives
to be involved in, the bargaining or .
negotiating process.

c)

Develop effective restrictions on
strike activities such as: Mandatory
loss of checkoff privilege for six
months to a year after the strike and
a substantial statutory penalty that
cannot be negotiated away in the strike
settlement.

d)

Develop an effective means of adjusting
employees' grievances.-^

The Los Angeles School Board was placed in a difficult
asition by UTLA's plan to flex its muscle and influence
alifornia State Legislature.
The merger in Los Angeles which created UTLA may
relude a pact between the National NBA and AFT organizations
hich may eventually unite them into one organization.
.
T os Angeles through the joint effort
essions gained 111 Los Angei
V. ^ authority through joint comncluded far greater teacher
• -Orators created to deal with
ittees of teachers and admini
.
Hnties, and teacher
j- •
assignments, dui
uch matters as school time,
^Jerry F. Halverson, op. ext.
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facilities.

The greater teacher authority would be augmented

by creation of faculty representatives designated by the
councils

at local schools, who would have power to consult

with principals on issues affecting the local school, including
promotions, curriculum, textbook selection, grievances, pupil
discipline, and any other matters that might affect the
conditions of teachers or the welfare of students.
It is unlikely that the increased teacher militancy
throughout the state will encourage the local voters to
consider approval of measures which will increase their taxes.
It is therefore evident that the teacher organizations must
concentrate their efforts at the state level in order to
secure the funds which they deem necessary for improvement
of the state's public school system.

Perhaps if there are

dramatic results forthcoming from the increased participation
indecision-making on the part of the Los Angeles teachers,
the community may reconsider its negative voting pattern in
tax

override elections.

progress are

However, the results of educational

not easily ohservable and it is highly improbable

that the strike by the teachers o
many converts for their cause ,

•P

T OCT

despite

Anfreles has gained
the assertion the

Want What Children Need.
teachers and boards of education
Confrontations between teacher
in California. The arguments or
"ill doubtlessly continue
^ teachers
"Teachers

and against the use of strike tactics on
e
and more important y,
ts
will continue until the cou
>
tpachers
. ,lv decide whether or not teach
state legislature emphatica
y
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are absolutely forbidden to strike.

As previously noted,

the chief legal advisor for the Los Angeles School District,
Jerry Halverson, does not believe strikes can be effectively
prohibited.

The long history of labor organizations cited

in Chapter 1 supports this position.

Organized labor is

going to be attempting to bring the teacher and government
worker closer to the labor movement.
The comprehensive written contract obtained by the
Los Angeles teachers will serve as a magna carta for the rest
of the state's school districts, despite the inability of
UTLA to immediately change the financial impasse.

Senate

Bill 90, passed since the Los Angeles strike has been of
financial aid to California school districts.

Chapter 5

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

SUMMARY
In considering whether teachers should strike, there
appears to be three important factors:

first, the collective

action needed to unite; second, the affirmative attitude
needed to support united action and possible sacrifice; and
finally, a legal climate that makes profitable actions such
as strikes.
Chapter 1 demonstrated the growth of unionism in the
United States and attempted to represent where teachers are
in relationship to unions and strikes.

Jerry Halverson in

reflecting on the Los Angeles teacher strike put it thi
way;

"I think it is obvious to everyone that the 1970's

will see nearly as many changes in employee relations in the
public sector as the 1930'= brought forth in the private
sector."
Teacher strikes increased from 18 in the 1965-1966
school year to 180 in the 1969-1970 school year, as shown in
Table 1.

NEA and AFT affiliates have begun to Join on the

local level.

This fact demonstrates a much greater degree

1Jerry

Halverson, op. cit
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of teacher cohesion:
such as a strike.

a prerequisite for collective action

This teacher cohesion is demonstrated by

the three mergers reviewed in this paper.
merged in 1968.

Flint, Michigan,

The Los Angeles teachers merged in 1970 and

the New York State teachers in 1973.

Since AFT is an affili

ate of the AFL-CIO, teachers through their organizations are
joining the labor movement.

Los Angeles represents one of

the largest school districts in the nation and the number of
teachers involved in this merger is over 20,000.

In March

of 1973, NYSUT (New York State United Teachers) was formed,
creating the largest state organization of public employees.
This merger created a bargaining unit of almost 200,000
members.^
The second factor which was taken into consideration
of whether teachers should strike was the change in teacher
attitude.

This change has made the tremendous increase in

strikes possible.

Chapter 2 demonstrated that teachers

polled in 1965 gave 53 percent approval for the use of the
strike, while in 1970 the approval had increased to 73 P«r
cent.

The change in attitude of NEA is reflected in the

fact that it was not until 1968 that the NEA Representative
Assembly officially went on record in support of local
last resort, and in 197° only
a la
nationwide network of tightly
two years later, it would form a natio

affiliates that strike

as

C led by skilled negotiators.
organized teacher groups
2
,
"Nesotiations:
Myron Lieberma , '
1973, P«
Future," School
gement, M Y

This
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program could cost NEA and its locals as much as $17 million
and is called "UniServ."
The third factor which must be taken into consideration
deals with the legal and political climate in which strikes
are taking place.

Chapter 3 demonstrated that some states

have adopted right to strike legislation, such as Pennsylvania
and Hawaii.

California was presented as having no legal

statement for or against teacher strikes.

The Winton Act

contains no provisions for binding arbitration, which the
proposed Moscone Bill was written to correct.

Even in the

state of Florida with a no strike statement in the law,
teachers were successful in bringing pressure on the governor,
forcing him to sign an education finance bill he had previously
vetoed.
to work.

The teachers who struck were reinstated and returned
The legal and political climate in the United States

is conducive to teacher strikes.
In 1970, Los Angeles teachers united to form UTLA.
The new organization pledged to achieve a collective
bargaining contract and stated publicly its willingness to

strike.

UTLA President Robert Ransom and other UTLA leaders

met with Governor Reagan and demanded a temporary half-cent

state sales tax increase to help finance state schools.
• ntprf
they went on strike. A court
their demands were rejected,
„nlicic.tpd bv Los Angeles city
order against the strike was r q

school attorney, Jerry Halverson,

Unt after the strike, he

r -nublic employees cannot be
concluded that "strikes of pu
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effectively prohibited by anti-strike legislation or by

3

court injunctions."

At this juncture, it may be noted that the three
factors determining whether teachers should in fact strike
are observable in the Los Angeles teacher strike.

The

teachers from the rival organizations united to form UTLA.
They made demands on the governor to give aid to education
in the state.
with a strike.

They then attempted to enforce these demands
It may be coincidental, but less than two

years later, Senate Bill 90 was passed, making the state
more of a partner with the local districts in California.
CONCLUSIONS
Have the three determining factors wliether teachers
should strike been met?
united?

Yes, they have.

First, have teachers

Yes, and they are continuing to unite further.

Second, is there a consensus of attitude among teachers and
teacher organizations to support strike action.

Yes,

o-na nprsonnel available for negoti"UniServ" is making money and perso
. r -i n- fornia. In negotiating without
ation as never before m Cal
j_ ^^ 4-n cfprforv recourse "bo an
binding arbitration, the mos
, ..
impasse is the strike.

lastly, is the legal and political
La
y,
*, for a teacher strike? The answer
climate permissive enough fo
^ tLos Ang<=?-J-«
AngelesJ strikes are
pi nrida and
is definitely yes. The F
44-hat the strike does in
valid examples. They demonstra
. cit.
Jerry Halverson, op
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fact aid teachers in bringing pressure on government officials
and effecting legislation with very minor cost to the indi
viduals striking or their organizations.

If, for some

presently unforeseen reason the legal and political climate
was to change and teachers started to get extended jail
terms, or started to lose tenure, or lost any of the rights
they now enjoy, a reevaluation of a strike position would
have to be taken.
Specific Conclusion
Restatement of the problem.
Conclusion of researcher.

Should teachers strike?
Yes, teachers should strike.

DISCUSSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Bernard E. Donovan, a former superintendent of New
York City Schools, has stated several important results of
ten years of collective bargaining in education.

Writrng

in 1971, he presented them as follows:
(1)

More adequate salary schedules.

(2)

Renewed emphasis upon fringe benefits.
a)

Retirement benefits.

b)

Health and medical insurance.

c)

Sick leave.

(3)

Reduction of class size.

(4)

Use of aides for nonprofessional chores.

(5)

Equal teacher access

to

^

all kinds of assignments.

,tiations:
Bernard E. Donovan, "Nego^ia
NASSP Bulletin, December U I '

Ten Years Later,"
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Donovan' s conclusion on his nolo is:

"No longer is the

superintendent looked upon by the teachers as the professional
leader of the staff.

This role has now been assumed by the

head of the teacher's organization."^

Two years after

Donovan's statement, NYSUT was formed in New York, giving
greater emphasis and meaning to his conclusions, especially
the following:

"The superintendent of school can no longer

practice a paternal attitude towards the staff, leading them
toward professional objectives and pleading their case for
monetary satisfaction."
A significant number of strikes in 1972-1973 took
place in Pennsylvania, including the seven week strike in
Philadelphia, which was resolved only after the intervention
of a federal official upon request of President Nixon.
Naturally, the right to strike in this state has not forced
negotiations or deterred strikes.
Some observers regard the strike in Philadelphia as
a very significant development.
Lieberman, who said,

One such person »as Myron

„
pt is the second longest [strike]
. . •

in the history of American education.

Its significance lies

• _ i -i velv to discourage both
in the fact that the outcome is like y
. a H o n s from adopting intransigent
boards and teacher organiz
Actions."8 It may well be that some
postures in future negoti
r- h that one such costly strike is the
districts may need to fin
hbid.

6it>id-

..
'Lieberman, op. cir.
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price that must he paid if boards and teacher organizations
are to bargain in good faith.

The answer may well be some

form of binding arbitration and not the strike.
A major problem education is presented, is that
effective compromise simply is not encouraged.

The board

takes a position, the teachers through their negotiators take
a position, and there the two parties remain.

Florida with

an anti-strike law, Pennsylvania with a pro-strike law and

California with no strike legislation—all find themselves
in the same situation.

The strike is not a solution, it is

a result of no viable program for compromise being present.
In defense of binding arbitration, Richard G. Neal presented
this analogy:

"The parties to a law suit might never settle

their differences if it were not for the realization that,
at some point in time, they must place their case in the

9

hands of a judge or jury for a binding decision."

There is an adequate corps of trained arbitrators

,rHp<- throuah the American Arbitration
available to the two parties in.
b
a
• J-a the
tv,P Federal Mediation and Conciliation
Association
and
1 eaerax
Service.

Many of the men available have become specialists

in public employment arbitration and particularly
10
contract arbitration.
PH11 or something similar will, in all

The Moscone Bill or
• „ fhe near future.
likelihood, be passed m

California will

t 0f Collective Negotiat ^ i
"The Impact
oi cw
Richard G. Neal,
Tune 1972, P* 9
ation on Education," C o m £act, Jntae

Q

10_...

Ibid.

7^
then have an opportunity to develop negotiation and con
ciliation as an alternative to the strike.
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